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Abstract: In this paper, a novel single-driven ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting (SDUEVC) device
with a succinct structure and a simple assembly is proposed and investigated. A tailored horn
with a tilted-slot structure was employed in the designed SDUEVC device. Also, the elliptical
trajectory formation mechanism of the designed SDUEVC device was described by using the theory
of mechanical vibration. Furthermore, the finite element method (FEM) was used to optimize the
tilted-slot structure parameters and there are four parameters selected as the optimization factors.
The results indicated that the proposed SDUEVC device can generate larger vertical amplitude
than previous SDUEVC devices, which provides an important and positive effect for the cutting
performance of the proposed SDUEVC device. According to the optimized results, a prototype
SDUEVC device was fabricated and its vibration characteristic was tested. When the excitation signal
voltage was 500 Vp-p, the test results indicated that the amplitudes in the axial and vertical directions
were 8.7 µm and 6.8 µm, respectively. Furthermore, an elliptical trajectory was generated at the
cutting tool tip. Finally, the proposed SDUEVC device was used to fabricate microdimple patterns as
the initial application to confirm the feasibility of the proposed SDUEVC device.

Keywords: ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting device; single driven; micro-dimple patterns;
ultrasonic vibration; elliptical vibration cutting

1. Introduction

Ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting (UEVC) is a promising cutting technique, especially in the
precision and ultra-precision machining of difficult-to-cut materials [1], such as hardened steel [2–4],
tungsten alloy [5], inconel 718 [6,7], tungsten carbide [8–10], fiber-reinforced composite [11–13],
and others [14]. In addition, many researchers have performed in-depth research on UEVC technology
for the fabrication of micro-nano structures. Kim et al. [15,16] have investigated the manufacture
of micropatterns and micro-V-grooving by using elliptical vibration cutting. Ehmann et al. [17–19]
proposed a highly efficient machining method (i.e., the elliptical vibrations couple with a high cutting
velocity) for rapid generation of microdimples on engineered surfaces. Similarly, Guo et al. [20]
have investigated the rapid coloration of metal surfaces by using ultrasonic elliptical vibration
texturing. Also, Zhou et al. [21] proposed a double-frequency elliptical vibration cutting method (i.e.,
elliptical vibration couple with slow slide servo). Kurniawan et al. [22,23] fabricated a two-frequency,
elliptical-vibration texturing device and developed a novel surface roughness model for microdimples
processed by the double-frequency elliptical vibration cutting technology.
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The UEVC device, which is the key component of the UEVC system, has received much attention
from researchers. At present, the conventional UEVC devices are mainly achieved by coupling two
resonance modes of the device, i.e., longitudinal-longitudinal complex-mode [17], longitudinal-flexural
complex-mode [5,24–26], and flexural-flexural complex-mode [27,28]. The mode coupling UEVC
device usually has two or more groups of piezoelectric (PZT) ceramic pieces, and the PZT ceramic
pieces need two ultrasonic power to driven. Furthermore, the phase shift of the excitation signals
applied to the PZT ceramic pieces should be controlled for a definite elliptical vibration trajectory. This
makes the mode coupling UEVC devices more complicated. Moreover, for the effective excitation
of the UEVC device, the resonant frequencies of two resonance modes should be close to each other.
However, the resonant mode of the UEVC device is affected by many factors, such as temperature,
clamping method, assembling state, material properties, and so on. Hence, it is a great challenge to
realize the modal degeneration of the mode-coupling UEVC device.

The single-driven ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting (SDUEVC) system, which contains a
unidirectional vibration transducer, a tailored horn, and one ultrasonic power, is simpler than the
mode coupling UEVC system. In addition, the SDUEVC device has a simpler control circuit than
the mode coupling UEVC device. Furthermore, the SDUEVC device could be made at lower costs
than the mode coupling UEVC device. Therefore, the SDUEVC device is a decent choice for the cases
of application that the elliptical vibration trajectory does not require adjustment. Zhang and Li [29]
fabricated a SDUEVC device by mounting the mass tool away from the centerline of the vibrator.
Their test results indicated that the axial and vertical amplitudes were 16 µm and 2 µm, respectively.
Brinksmeier et al. [30] built a similar SDUEVC device, and the maximum amplitude in the vertical
direction was 2.5 µm. Zhen et al. [31] explored a SDUEVC device with a complex-beam horn and given
the mathematical model of the complex-beam horn. The vibration characteristic test results indicated
that the maximum vertical amplitude of the device was 3 µm.

Therefore, as discussed above, much work has been done by researchers to develop the SDUEVC
device. Furthermore, the desirable axial amplitude is easy to achieve for the SDUEVC device. Yet,
the previous SDUEVC devices have a serious common disadvantage that the vertical amplitude is
small. Ma et al. [22] have investigated the frictional force between the chip and the cutting tool in the
UEVC process and pointed out that the time period of friction reversal decreases with the decrement
of the vertical amplitude. Moriwaki and Shamoto [27] considered that the friction reversal effect is
an important and irreplaceable feature of the UEVC technology. Furthermore, it has been confirmed
that the friction reversal effect leads to a significant decrement of chip thickness and average cutting
force, a suppression of regenerative chatter, as well as an increase of nominal shear angle [10,27,32,33].
Thus, a novel SDUEVC device with a tilted-slot structure is proposed in this paper, which is able
to generate larger vertical amplitude than previous SDUEVC devices by optimizing the tilted-slot
structure parameters. Furthermore, the proposed SDUEVC device has a succinct structure and a
simple assembly.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the configuration, the elliptical trajectory formation
mechanism, and the finite element analysis of the proposed SDUEVC device are studied in Section 2.
Section 2.1 describes the configuration of the proposed SDUEVC device. Section 2.2 gives the
mathematical model of the elliptical trajectory formation mechanism, while the optimization of
the tilted-slot structure parameters by finite element analysis is discussed in Section 2.3. Second,
Section 3 describes the vibration characteristic tests of the deigned SDUEVC device and a surface
cutting experiment. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Design of the Single Driven Ultrasonic Elliptical Vibration Cutting (SDUEVC) Device

2.1. Configuration of the SDUEVC Device

The configuration of the SDUEVC device is shown in Figure 1, which consists of a longitudinal
vibration Langevin transducer and a tailored stepped horn. The longitudinal vibration Langevin
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transducer, which is assembled first, is the energy conversion part of the SDUEVC device. The
transducer included a front cap, an end cap, a binding bolt, electrode plates, and four pieces of PZT
ceramics. The PZT ceramics were sandwiched between the front and end caps. It worked in the d33
mode, and was considered to be highly efficient [34]. The tailored stepped horn was used to transfer
vibrational energy. In order to achieve a large ratio of amplitude transmission, the horn was stepped at
the loop point of the vibration [35]. The flange was located at the vibration node of the vibrator and
the cutting tool was mounted at the front end of the stepped horn. As shown in Figure 3, the first step
of the stepped horn was a cylindrical structure, while the last step was a rectangular structure for the
convenient processing of the tilted slot. When the Langevin transducer was excited by a sinusoidal
signal at a specific frequency, the stepped horn with tilted-slot structure made the cutting tool tip to
generate an elliptical trajectory in the plane formed by the axial direction and the vertical direction
as shown in Figure 1. It is noteworthy that the adjustment of the elliptical locus can been achieved
by changing the parameters of the tilted slot and the voltage value of the sinusoidal signal when the
excitation frequency was constant.
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Figure 1. Design of the proposed device.

2.2. The Elliptical Trajectory Formation Mechanism

The tilted-slot structure is the key point to the design of the stepped horn, which makes the
longitudinal-bending composite resonant mode of the device inspired. Due to the presence of the tilted
slots, a number of inclined rectangular sheets are obtained in the last step of the stepped horn. In order
to simplify the dynamic analysis of the thin sheet, it is assumed that the left end of the rectangular thin
sheet has only horizontal (i.e., axial direction) displacement, and the right end of the rectangular thin
plate is free. Thus, the right end of the thin plate may have a horizontal vibration (u) and a vertical
vibration displacement (w). The schematic of the rectangular thin sheet is shown in Figure 2, where d
and c are the width and length of the rectangular thin sheet, respectively, h is the thickness of the
rectangular thin sheet, and θ is the angle of inclination of the rectangular thin sheet.
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For a concise calculation, the rectangular thin plate can be regarded as an elastic thin plate. As a
small-deflection elastic thin plate, the Kirchhoff–Love assumptions can be used [36]. The assumptions
are as follow: (1) there is no shear stress on the plane parallel to the mid-plane of rectangular thin plate;
(2) the thickness of rectangular thin plate is constant; (3) there is no compressive and tensile stress
between the planes parallel to the mid-plane of rectangular thin plate, in other words, the normal stress
in w direction is ignored; and (4) there is no tensile and compression deformation of the mid-plane of
rectangular thin plate when the rectangular thin plate undergoes bending deformation. The stepped
horn material is titanium alloy (TC4) with a density of ρ, an elastic modulus of E, and a Poisson’s
ratio of µ. A Cartesian coordinate system is established on the mid-plane of the rectangular thin plate.
Furthermore, u, v, and w are the vibration displacements of the thin plate along the three coordinate
axes x, y, and z, respectively. Therefore, the differential equation for the rectangular thin plate under
free vibration is as follows:

ρh
∂2w
∂t2 + B

(
∂4w
∂x4 + 2

∂4w
∂x2y2 +

∂4w
∂y4

)
= 0 (1)

B =
Eh3

12(1 − µ2)
(2)

where B is the bending stiffness of the rectangular thin plate. According to the assumption that the
thin plate is fixed at the left end and the right end is free, the boundary conditions for the free vibration
differential equation of the sheet are:

∂w
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0 (3)

−B
(

∂2w
∂x2 + µ

∂2w
∂y2

)∣∣∣∣
x=c,y=0 and y=d

= 0 (4)

Since the deformation of the rectangular thin plate is very small, the corners of the left and right
ends of the rectangular thin plate are assumed to be zero. After substitution of Equation (3) and
Equation (4) into Equation (1), the solution of Equation (1) is:

w =
2c2

h2 tan θ
∂u(x, t)

∂x
(5)

Therefore, the horizontal and vertical displacements are:

u1 = w sin θ =
2c2

h2
sin2 θ

cos θ

∂u(x, t)
∂x

(6)

w1 = w cos θ =
2c2

h2 sin θ
∂u(x, t)

∂x
(7)

The stepped horn is machined from the same homogeneous material. Then, the equation of wave
motion is expressed as:

∂2u(x, t)
∂t2 =

E
ρ

∂2u(x, t)
∂x2 (8)

The general solutions of u(x, t) have the following form:

u(x, t) = [G cos(kx) + H sin(kx)]ejωt (9)

where G and H are constants, k is circular wavenumber, k = ω/v0, ω = 2πf, v0 is the propagation
speed of the sound wave in titanium alloy (TC4), and f is the resonance frequency of the stepped
horn. When both ends of the stepped horn are free, the value of H is zero. Furthermore, when the
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length of the first and last steps of the stepped horn are equal (l is half the length of the stepped horn),
Equation (9) can be written as:

u(x, t) = G cos
(nπ

2l
x
)

ejωt (10)

Thus, the horizontal and vertical displacements can be expressed as:

u1(x, t) =
2c2Gk

h2
sin2 θ

cos θ
sin(kx)ejωt (11)

w1(x, t) =
2c2Gk

h2 sin θ sin(kx)ejωt (12)

It is obvious that there are both bending vibration and axial vibration at the right end of the
rectangular thin plate. Therefore, when a single longitudinal harmonic excitation signal was applied
to the stepped horn with the tilted slot, the stepped horn was excited by both vertical and horizontal
vibrations due to the effect of the tilted slot. Due to the influence of the damping of two vibration
directions and natural vibration characteristics, the vibration response phase of vertical and horizontal
directions was different, and the trajectory of the composite vibration was elliptical.

2.3. Finite Element Analysis of the SDUEVC Device

The parameters of the tilted slot and the voltage value of the excitation signal are two main
factors that determine the elliptical trajectory of the cutting tool tip. The voltage value of the excitation
signal can be adjusted during the cutting experiment, while the parameters of the tilted slot is not
changeable when the stepped horn was processed. Therefore, the optimization of the tilted-slot
structure parameters is indispensable for a desirable value of the vertical amplitude. As discussed in
Section 1, the vertical amplitude is a significant parameter for the cutting performance of the designed
SDUEVC. The schematic of the stepped horn is shown in Figure 3. The tilted slots have been machined
in the last step of the stepped horn. There are four parameters of the tilted slot structure selected as the
optimization factors, where β is the slope angle of the tilted slot, LC is the distance from the tilted slot
to flange, b is the spacing of the tilted slots, and a is the length of the tilted slot.
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The finite element method (FEM) was used to perform modal analysis and transient kinetic
analysis of the proposed SDUEVC device. A combined parameter of the tilted slot was firstly selected.
Then, the resonant frequency could be determined by performing the modal analysis of the device
with the combined parameters. Finally, a sinusoidal displacement signal with the resonant frequency
of the device was applied to the large end face of the stepped horn. Furthermore, the amplitude
of the sinusoidal displacement signal was set as 5 µm. The axial and vertical vibration amplitudes
of the cutting tool tip were extracted and recorded. A SOLID227 element (ANSYS 14.0) was used
for meshing. The electrode sheets were overlooked because of the very small mass. Titanium alloy
(TC4) was the selected material of the stepped horn (mass density ρ = 4450 kg/m3, Poisson ratio σ =
0.34, Young’s modulus E = 11 × 1010 N/m2). The material of the front and end caps was selected as
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aluminum alloy 6061 (mass density ρ = 2700 kg/m3, Poisson ratio σ = 0.33, Young’s modulus E = 6.89
× 1010 N/m2). The material of the bolt was selected as steel 45 (ρ = 7800 kg/m3, E = 2.1 × 1011 N/m2,
σ = 0.31). The PZT ceramics material was PZT-81(ρ = 7500 kg/m3, E = 8.3 × 1010 N/m2, σ = 0.3), and
the physical parameters of the PZT-81 material were as follows:

d =

 0 0 0
0 0 0

−0.93 −0.93 2.18

0 3.3 0
3.3 0 0
0 0 0

× 10−10 C/N, (13)

CE =



14.9 8.11 8.11 0 0 0
8.11 14.9 8.11 0 0 0
8.11 0.11 13.2 0 0 0

0 0 0 3.13 0 0
0 0 0 0 3.13 0
0 0 0 0 0 3.4


× 1010 N/m2, (14)

εT =

 8.0 0 0
0 8.0 0
0 0 5.3

× 10−9 F/m. (15)

Figure 4 records the vibration amplitudes of axial and vertical directions at varied structure
parameters of the tilted slot. Figure 4a shows that as the slope angle of the tilted slot (β) increased,
the axial amplitude decreased, while the amplitude in the vertical direction first increased and then
decreased. Furthermore, when the slope angle of the tilted slot was greater than 30◦, the amplitude
in the vertical direction decreased sharply. Therefore, the slope angle of the tilted slot was set as 30◦.
The effects of the distance from the tilted slot to the flange (LC) on the vibration amplitudes of the axial
and vertical directions are shown in Figure 4b. The axial amplitude remained about constant, and the
vertical amplitude started to decrease when the distance exceeded 8 mm. Therefore, the distance from
the tilted slot to the flange was selected as 8 mm. Figure 4c shows that as the spacing of the tilted
slots (b) exceeded 0.9 mm, the reduction rates of the axial amplitude and vertical amplitude were
almost at the same level, and the vertical amplitude began to decrease rapidly when b was greater
than 1.1 mm. It was obvious that the vertical amplitude had the largest value when the spacing
of tilted slots was 0.9 mm. As shown in Figure 4d, the axial amplitude remained about constant,
and the vertical amplitude gradually increased with an increase of the length of tilted slot. Therefore,
the length of the tilted slot was set as 11 mm. Furthermore, it could not be further increased due to
the limitation of the overall structure. It is worth noting that the sensitivity of vertical amplitude to
the parameters of the tilted-slot structure was greater than the axial amplitude. Besides, the slope
angle of tilted slot and the spacing of tilted slots had a conspicuous influence on the vertical amplitude,
especially when the slope angle of tilted slot was greater than 30◦ or the spacing of tilted slots was
greater than 1.1 mm. The simulation results showed that the optimized amplitudes in the axial and
vertical directions were 11.1 µm and 9.1 µm, respectively. That is to say, a desirable vertical amplitude
was obtained by optimizing the parameters of the tilted slot. Based on the optimized results of the
tilted-slot structure, a three-dimensional model of the proposed SDUEVC device with new structural
parameters was applied to modal analysis. The results of modal analysis showed that the longitudinal
and bending compound vibration mode was inspired and the resonant frequency was 29,668 Hz,
as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Vibration mode of the designed single driven ultrasonic elliptical vibration cutting
(SDUEVC) device.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experiment to Test the Vibration Characteristics of the SDUEVC Device

In order to validate the mathematical model of the elliptical trajectory formation mechanism
of the designed SDUEVC device and verify the results of numerical modelling, a SDUEVC device
with optimized dimensions was fabricated. The vibration characteristics of the SDUEVC device were
tested, and the turning performance in the practical application was demonstrated. The designed
SDUEVC device and the vibration characteristics testing instruments are shown in Figure 6. The two
laser displacement sensors were perpendicular to the cutting tool tip in the axial and vertical
directions. The vibration data were recorded by the controller and displayed on the personal computer.
The sampling frequency of the controller was selected as 392 kHz and the measurement accuracy of
laser displacement sensors was 0.1 µm to meet the testing requirement. The excitation signal applied
to the SDUEVC device was generated by a signal generator and a power amplifier. The frequency of
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the excitation signal can be adjusted by the signal generator while the voltage value could be adjusted
by the power amplifier.
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Prior to the vibration characteristics test, the resonance frequency of the fabricated SDUEVC
device was tested. The result showed the resonance frequency of the SDUEVC device was 28.3 kHz.
The discrepancy between the tested result and the simulation may primarily be ascribed to the neglect
of electrode sheets as well as the differences between the real materials and the ideal models. In the
following experiments, the frequency of excitation signal was set as 28.3 kHz. Figure 7 shows the
vibration characteristics of the designed SDUEVC device. The amplitudes in the axial and vertical
directions of the SDUEVC device with different voltages of the excitation signal are plotted in Figure 7a.
When the voltage of the excitation signal was less than 250 Vp-p, both the axial and vertical vibration
amplitudes increased approximately linearly with the voltage value of the excitation signal, and the
axial amplitude was always greater than the vertical amplitude. However, both the axial and vertical
amplitude curves became flat when the voltage of the excitation signal was greater than 300 Vp-p.
Furthermore, the vibration amplitudes of the tool tip and the voltage value of the excitation signal
were positively related. Figure 7b records the axial and vertical vibration displacements of the tool tip
when the excitation signal voltages was 500 Vp-p. The amplitudes in the axial and vertical directions
were 8.7 µm and 6.8 µm, respectively. The trajectory of the tool tip could be fitted into an ellipse, as
shown in Figure 7c. The results of the vibration characteristics experiment indicated that the maximum
vertical amplitude of the designed SDUEVC device was 7.1 µm when the excitation signal voltage was
600 Vp-p. Furthermore, an elliptical trajectory was generated at the cutting tool tip.
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Figure 7. The vibration performance testing results of SDUEVC device. (a) The amplitudes in axial
and vertical directions of SDUEVC device with different excitation signal voltages. (b) The recorded
vibration displacements of the tool tip (the excitation signal voltages was 500 Vp-p). (c) The vibration
trajectory of the tool tip.
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3.2. Cutting Experiments of the Proposed SDUVEC Device

To confirm the feasibility of the proposed SDUVEC device in the actual application, the SDUVEC
device was applied to fabricate microdimple patterns as the initial application. When the elliptical
vibration trajectory was coupled with a high cutting velocity, the tool trajectory could create the
controllable dimples on the workpiece. The principle of the cutting process is shown in Figure 8a.
In the cutting experiment, the machine tool only provides two linear motions, namely feed motion
and cutting motion, the SDUEVC device provided a microscale elliptical motion at the tip of the tool.
When the elliptical vibration trajectory and the depth of cut were constant, the dimple spacing in
the cutting direction could be adjusted using the nominal cutting velocity and the dimple spacing in
the feed direction can be adjusted using the feed velocity. Furthermore, the shape of the dimple was
determined using the cutting parameters, vibration parameters (i.e., elliptical trajectory and vibration
frequency), and tool parameters. Compared to the existing processing technologies for the fabrication
of microdimples, the ultrasonic elliptical vibration turning process was more flexibility and had a
higher efficiency. The workpiece material was aluminum alloy. The experimental parameters are listed
in Table 1. The machined surface was characterized using a Zygo white-light interferometer (Zygo
Newview 8200 from Zygo Crop., Berwyn, PA, USA). As shown in Figure 8b, the regular microdimple
array was obtained on the workpiece surface, which indicated that the designed SDUEVC device
worked stably in the actual cutting experiment.
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measured using a Zygo white-light interferometer.

Table 1. Turning parameters.

Vibration
conditions

Frequency (kHz) 28.3
Axial amplitude (µm) 8.7

Vertical amplitude (µm) 6.8

Cutting conditions
Nominal cutting speed (m/s) 5.8

Feed speed (µm/s) 100
Nominal cutting depth (µm) 2

Cutting tool

Material SCD
Normal rake angle (◦) 0

Normal clearance angle (◦) 11
Nose radius (mm) 0.2

4. Conclusions

Based on the design analysis, the simulation optimization and the performance verification
experiments of the proposed SDUEVC device, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) An innovative SDUEVC device was proposed and investigated in this paper. The proposed
SDUEVC device had a succinct structure and a simple assembly. It consisted of a longitudinal vibration
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Langevin transducer and a tailored horn with a tilted-slot structure. The tilted-slot structure was the
key point to the design of the horn, which made the longitudinal-bending composite resonant mode
of the device inspired. A mathematical model of the elliptical trajectory formation mechanism of the
designed SDUEVC device was established, which provided a theoretical basis for the realization of the
SDUEVC device.

(2) The FEM simulation results showed that the sensitivity of vertical amplitude to the parameters
of the tilted slot structure was greater than the axial amplitude. Furthermore, the slope angle of the
tilted slot and the spacing of the tilted slots had a great influence on the vertical amplitude, especially
when the slope angle of the tilted slot was greater than 30◦ or the spacing of the tilted slots was greater
than 1.1 mm. Also, the optimized amplitudes in the axial and vertical directions were 11.1 µm and
9.1 µm, respectively. Furthermore, the longitudinal and bending compound resonant mode of the
proposed SDUEVC device was inspired.

(3) The vibration performance test results showed that the vibration amplitudes of the tool tip
had a strong correlation with the voltage value of the excitation signal and an elliptical trajectory
was obtained at the cutting tool tip. In addition, when the excitation signal voltage was 500 Vp-p,
the Tamplitudes in the axial and vertical directions were 8.7 µm and 6.8 µm, respectively. Furthermore,
when the excitation signal voltage was 600 Vp-p, the maximum vertical amplitude of the designed
SDUEVC device was 7.1 µm, which meant the proposed SDUEVC device had generated a larger
vertical amplitude than previous SDUEVC devices.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed SDUEVC device, the device was applied to fabricate
microdimple patterns. The regular microdimples were obtained on a workpiece surface, which
indicated the designed SDUEVC device worked stably in the actual cutting process.
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